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ABSTRACT The hypersaline Kebrit Deep brine pool in the Red Sea is characterized
by high levels of toxic heavy metals. Here, we describe two structurally related mer-
curic reductases (MerAs) from this site which were expressed in Escherichia coli. Se-
quence similarities suggest that both genes are derived from proteobacteria, most
likely the Betaproteobacteria or Gammaproteobacteria. We show that one of the en-
zymes (K35NH) is strongly inhibited by NaCl, while the other (K09H) is activated in a
NaCl-dependent manner. We infer from this difference that the two forms might
support the detoxification of mercury in bacterial microorganisms that employ the
compatible solutes and salt-in strategies, respectively. Three-dimensional structure
modeling shows that all amino acid substitutions unique to each type are located
outside the domain responsible for formation of the active MerA homodimer, and
the vast majority of these are found on the surface of the molecule. Moreover, K09H
exhibits the predominance of acidic over hydrophobic side chains that is typical of
halophilic salt-dependent proteins. These findings enhance our understanding of
how selection pressures imposed by two environmental stressors have endowed
MerA enzymes with catalytic properties that can potentially function in microorgan-
isms that utilize distinct mechanisms for osmotic balance in hypersaline environ-
ments.

IMPORTANCE Analysis of two structurally homologous but catalytically distinct mer-
curic reductases from the Kebrit Deep brine in the Red Sea sheds light on the adap-
tations that enable microorganisms to cope simultaneously with extreme salinity
and toxic mercury compounds. One is strongly inhibited by high NaCl concentra-
tions, while the other exhibits NaCl-dependent activation. Their different activity
profiles imply that they may derive from bacterial microorganisms that utilize com-
patible solutes and salt-in strategies, respectively, to maintain osmotic balance.
Three-dimensional modeling reveals that regions not involved in formation of the
active homodimer are conserved between the two. However, in the NaCl-dependent
form, distinct amino acid substitutions are found in areas that are critical for stability
in high salt. The work provides insights into how two environmental stressors have
shaped the structure of orthologous enzymes through selection and adaptation, en-
abling them to retain their catalytic function in what may be very different cellular
contexts.
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The vast diversity of environments found on our planet encompasses a range of
ecosystems characterized by quite extreme physicochemical conditions. Examples

of such environments are found in the oceans, in which levels of sunlight, oxygen,
temperature, and salinity vary widely. The brine pools in the Red Sea provide an
excellent example of the extreme conditions to be found in marine environments.
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Around 25 brine-filled deeps have been located along the central axis of the Red Sea
(1), of which Atlantis II and Kebrit are the best studied (2–5). The Atlantis II and Kebrit
brines are located in the central Red Sea (21°20.72=N and 38°04.59=E) and in the
northern Red Sea (24°44=N and 36°17=E) at maximum depths of around 2,194 m and
1,549 m, respectively (1). Each of these hypersaline pools exhibits a unique set of
physicochemical features. The lowest layers of Atlantis II and Kebrit exhibit salinities of
around 26%, a pH of approximately 5.5, and extremely low levels of oxygen. However,
they differ sharply in temperature, with maxima of 68.2°C at Atlantis II and 23.3°C at
Kebrit (2–5). Both brines have high concentrations of heavy metals, but in contrast to
Atlantis II, Kebrit is also characterized by remarkably high concentrations of H2S (3).

The microbial communities found in these environments are exposed to multiple
abiotic stressors, including toxic heavy metals, like mercury, and extremely high salin-
ities, which approach saturation level (2–4, 6). To survive under these conditions,
microbial communities in both brines must have evolved detoxification systems for
mercury that are functional in the presence of high salt concentrations.

The enzyme mercuric reductase (MerA) is a central component of the mercury
detoxification systems used by microorganisms that live in environments contaminated
with toxic mercury compounds (7, 8). The flavoprotein MerA is a homodimeric oxi-
doreductase that catalyzes the reduction of the toxic ionic form of mercury (Hg2�) to
the less toxic (and volatile) elemental form, Hg0. Although detailed information con-
cerning the structure-function relationships of MerA is available (9–12), and compre-
hensive studies on the distribution and evolution of the enzyme in different nonhy-
persaline habitats have been published (13, 14), little is known about the molecular
adaptations that enable the enzyme to operate in high-salt environments.

Microorganisms have developed two main strategies to ensure that the osmotic
pressure of the cytoplasm remains at or above that of the surrounding medium (15).
The “salt-in” approach involves the intracellular accumulation of KCl to near-saturation
levels (16–19). Obviously, in this case, the cell’s proteome and metabolism must be
adapted to such high salt concentrations. In general, proteins adapted for function in
high-salt environments tend to have large numbers of acidic amino acids and reduced
areas of hydrophobic contact surface. At low salt concentration, these halophilic
proteins and enzymes usually do not fold correctly and are inactive (20–22).

Microorganisms that utilize the alternative approach actively exclude salt from the
cell and synthesize and accumulate organic osmolytes (compatible solutes) in the
cytoplasm to maintain osmotic balance (23, 24). A long list of organic solutes has been
identified in these species, the most prominent being amino acids, sugars, and their
derivatives (23, 24).

We recently characterized a PCR-based MerA from environmental DNA isolated from
the microbial community in the lower convective layer (LCL) of the Atlantis II (ATII) brine
pool (25). The ATII-LCL MerA is activated by NaCl and exhibits maximum activity at
4.0 M NaCl, indicating that it has evolved to mediate the detoxification of mercury in a
salt-in bacterium.

In contrast to the ATII-LCL enzyme, an ortholog from a soil bacterium (26) was found
to be inhibited by high NaCl, although the two enzymes differed in sequence by less
than 10%. The limited number of structural substitutions observed in ATII-LCL MerA,
which must account for its notable activation and catalytic stability in nearly saturated
NaCl solutions, makes it an excellent model with which to study the evolution and
adaptation of enzymes to hypersaline environments.

In this work, we set out to explore the range of bacterial MerA types found in the
hypersaline and mercury-containing environment of the Kebrit brine pool, focusing in
particular on the selective impacts of the two osmotic balancing mechanisms. To do so,
we have established a PCR-based MerA library using environmental DNA isolated from
Kebrit’s microbial community and bacterial MerA-specific oligonucleotides as primers.
Here, we describe the presence of two catalytically different forms of MerA obtained in
the same hypersaline environment. The results shed light on the distinct molecular
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adaptations that have evolved to permit the detoxification of mercury in hypersaline
environments.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The microbial communities at Kebrit must cope with both the high salt concentra-
tion and the presence of heavy metals (27, 28). Hence, they can be expected to (i) make
use of the two known mechanisms for the maintenance of cytoplasmic osmotic
pressure within the limits imposed by the hypersaline medium (15), and (ii) possess an
effective detoxification system for mercury compounds. The structure and properties of
MerA enzymes in the Kebrit Deep should therefore reflect the mode of osmotic
pressure regulation (salt-in or compatible solutes) used by their respective hosts. In
addition, detailed information on the range of structural variation between different
MerA enzymes from the microbial community in this environment may also shed light
on the evolution of proteins adapted to each of the two osmotic balancing systems. To
address these questions, we chose to characterize the sequences and properties of a
representative set of PCR-derived bacterial MerA isoforms generated from environmen-
tal DNA obtained at Kebrit Deep.

Cloning of MerA genes from Kebrit Deep. Amplification of the different bacterial
MerA isoforms from Kebrit environmental DNA is described in Materials and Methods.
The product of the amplification process shows a single band of the expected size
(1.6 kb) required to encode full-length bacterial MerA enzymes (see Fig. S1B in the
supplemental material). The amplified DNA fragment was ligated into the TOPO TA
Cloning vector (Invitrogen) and cloned, and a library of Kebrit environmental MerA
genes was established.

Sequence analyses of isoforms of MerA present in the bacterial community at
Kebrit Deep. The nucleotide sequences of 28 clones from the Kebrit environmental
MerA gene library are presented in Fig. S2. Analysis of the sequenced isoforms shows
clear structural differences between most of them. Pairwise comparisons of the 28
amino acid sequences show that 27 isoforms display limited amounts of variation,
involving a maximum of five residues (shown in red in Fig. S2). Isoform K35 was found
to be identical in sequence to the well-characterized MerA enzyme encoded by the mer
operon on the Tn501 transposon (29), and it showed the greatest similarity to 26 of the
sequences recovered from Kebrit Deep. This isoform was chosen as the standard for
comparisons and was named K35NH. The only sequence that shows more substantial
sequence divergence from K35NH was isoform K09. This enzyme has 38 amino acid
substitutions (relative to K35NH) and was named K09H (Fig. S2).

It is pertinent to note that only two of the 28 sequenced MerA isoforms, K24 and
K42, were found to have identical amino acid sequences, differing in two positions from
K35NH, with arginine 14 in place of cysteine (see below) and serine 209 in place of
glycine. However, within the 27 isoforms represented in the set, 59 amino acid
substitutions were identified and were distributed along the entire length of the coding
sequence. Some of these substitutions recur in different isoforms. This result indicates
the range of diversity within the major bacterial MerA isoforms recovered from Kebrit
Deep.

The functional mercuric reductase enzyme is a homodimer, in which each monomer
has a catalytic pair of redox-active cysteines, Cys136/Cys141, located in the active site
where reduction of the metal ion takes place (11, 12). A second disulfide link, Cys558/
Cys559, near the C terminus of each subunit, binds and transfers Hg2� to the active site
in the opposite subunit (11, 12). The enzyme also has additional pair of cysteines,
Cys11/Cys14, which is part of the conserved metal-binding GMTCXXC sequence located
in the N-terminal domain (NmerA) (12). Although the NmerA cysteines have been
shown to be dispensable for normal detoxification in vivo (12), under physiological
conditions in which intracellular thiols are depleted, this pair serves to transfer Hg2�

from ligands in the cytoplasm to the catalytic site (10).
Strikingly, in the proteins encoded by 17% of the clones examined (isoforms K02,

K24/42, K27, and K34), Cys14 is replaced by arginine. This strongly suggests that the
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bacterial populations which harbor these isoforms are able to reduce Hg2� and
proceed with the detoxification process only under conditions in which thiols are
available in the cell. In this regard, it is worth noting that the Kebrit environment is
characterized by a high concentration of H2S (3). Hydrogen sulfide has been shown to
mediate several physiological effects in eukaryotic cells (30, 31), including the promo-
tion of glutathione production (32). In prokaryotic cells, it has been shown that reduced
glutathione mediates resistance to H2S toxicity in oral streptococci (33). Hence, intra-
cellular thiols are likely to be abundant in Kebrit’s microorganisms. This in turn would
explain why there might be less selective pressure to retain the metal-binding motif
within the NmerA domain in this environment. Conversely, environments in which
intracellular thiols are limited should select for MerA molecules with a functional
metal-binding motif in the NmerA domain to enable delivery of Hg2� to the active site.
This observation is supported by our finding that all of 40 clones randomly selected
from a PCR-based MerA library established for the microbial community in the Atlantis
II brine pool encode the functional Cys11/Cys14 pair in the NmerA domain.

Another substitution that would be expected to affect the activity of the enzyme is
observed in K07, in which cysteine 558 is substituted by tyrosine. As mentioned above,
the pair of Cys558/Cys559 binds and transfers Hg2� to the active site, and its substi-
tution by alanine resulted in a MerA enzyme that is defective for HgCl2 resistance in vivo
and reduction of Hg2� in vitro (11, 12). Hence, the K07 isoform is most probably inactive
and unable to detoxify Hg2�.

The clear distinction between the amino acid sequences of K09H and the K35NH-like
isoforms strongly suggests that the two types differ in their catalytic properties,
particularly with regard to their responses to NaCl concentration. Figure 1 shows the
sequence alignment of MerA K09H with its K35NH orthologs. Both isoforms are 561
amino acids long and retain the three cysteine disulfide pairs involved in the binding
of Hg2� (at the C terminus and in the NmerA domain) and its reduction at the catalytic
site. The two polypeptide chains are 93% identical. All 38 amino acid substitutions
observed in K09H (relative to K35NH) are located in the N-terminal half of the poly-
peptide chain, specifically within the first 303 amino acids (Fig. 1). The differences can
be summarized as follows. Relative to K35NH, K09H shows an overall gain of three
serine and two aspartic acid residues and one each of glutamic acid, threonine,
cysteine, glutamine, methionine, isoleucine, leucine, and histidine. Conversely, it has
lost three alanines and prolines, two each of valine, asparagine, and lysine, and one
arginine (Fig. S3A). Functional classification of amino acids that differentiate K09H from
the K35NH orthologs reveals an increase in acidic and uncharged polar side chains at
the expense of hydrophobic amino acids (Fig. S3B). These features indicate that the
K09H and K35NH orthologs are adapted for function in high and low salt concentra-
tions, respectively (20–22).

For phylogenetic analyses of K09H and K35NH, we determined that sequence
K35NH was identical (100% amino acid identity) to more than 170 other sequences
available in GenBank from various species, including the well-characterized MerA
enzyme encoded by the mer operon on the Tn501 transposon (29). We speculate that
this transposon has enabled this gene to be horizontally transferred between the
genomes of many different bacteria. MerAs with amino acid sequences identical to that
of K35NH are found in five different genera of Betaproteobacteria and seven genera of
the Gammaproteobacteria, as well as in one genus (Bacillus) in the phylum Firmicutes.
In terms of nucleotide sequence, the K35NH gene is 97% identical to homologs from
five betaproteobacteria and three gammaproteobacteria, which are 100% identical to
each other. These results suggest that the K35NH sequence described here originated
from a betaproteobacterium or a gammaproteobacterium. A more precise phyloge-
netic assessment will require amplification and sequencing of a larger genomic frag-
ment that includes K35NH.

In the case of K09H, the phylogenetic results are, at first sight, more informative. The
amino acid sequence of K09H differs from that of its top BLASTP hit, and this enabled
us to construct a phylogenetic tree including the 20 best hits with a defined species of
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origin (Fig. S4). All of these hits were either betaproteobacteria or gammaproteobac-
teria. Nucleotide sequence comparison between the K09H gene and that of its closest
BLASTP hit, a gene belonging to Acidovorax sp. strain GW101-3H11, revealed 95%
identity. However, tempting though it may be to hypothesize that K09H belongs to a
close relative of Acidovorax, the results we obtained for K35NH show that the K09H
gene may also have undergone horizontal transfer. Hence, the similarity to the Acido-
vorax gene cannot be taken as reliable evidence on which to base a phylogenetic
assignment. Here, too, a more precise identification will require the recovery and
sequencing of a larger genomic fragment.

Effects of high NaCl concentration on the activities of MerA K09H and its
ortholog K35NH. To determine whether the two types of MerAs respond differently to
salt (as implied by the indicated sequence differences between them), we expressed
and compared the activities of the products of the corresponding PCR-derived genes.
The coding sequences for K35NH and K09H were cloned into the pET-SUMO expression
vector (Invitrogen) and expressed in E. coli, and the recombinant enzymes were purified

FIG 1 Alignment of the sequences of the MerA enzymes K35NH, K09H, and ATII-LCL. Amino acid positions in K09H
and ATII-LCL that differ from their counterparts in K35NH (the uppermost sequence) are highlighted in red and
green, respectively. Dots refer to residues that are identical to those in K35NH. Cysteine pairs in the NmerA domain
(Cys11/Cys14) and near the C terminus (Cys558/Cys559) that are involved in binding of Hg2� and the pair of
cysteines required for the reduction of Hg2� (Cys136/Cys141) are highlighted in yellow (11, 12). The NmerA domain,
the dimerization domain, and �-strand structures present in the dimerization domain are underlined in red and
black and overlined in blue, respectively. The boxed amino acids between the NmerA domain and the catalytic
domain (amino acids 70 to 95) are not included in the 3D structures presented in Fig. 4.
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using HisTrap affinity column. Details of the induction and purification process are
described in Materials and Methods. Analysis of the purified enzymes by SDS-PAGE is
presented in Fig. S5.

To examine if and how the amino acid differences between K09H and K35NH affect
their responses to salt, we measured the activities of the purified enzymes in the
presence of various concentrations of NaCl. Figure 2 shows the catalytic properties of
both isoforms in the presence of increasing concentrations of NaCl. K35NH is strongly
inhibited by NaCl, retaining 36% and 13.7% of its maximum activity (in the absence of
NaCl) at concentrations of 2.0 M and 4.0 M NaCl, respectively. In contrast, the K09H
ortholog is activated by NaCl, reaching its maximum activity at 2.0 M NaCl, an increase
of 1.8-fold relative to its activity in the absence of NaCl. Thus, K09H is at least 5.8-fold
more active than K35NH under these conditions. At NaCl concentrations higher than
2.0 M, K09H activity decreases steadily, but it is nevertheless 6.8-fold more active than
K35NH at 4.0 M NaCl.

This result shows that (at least) two catalytically different bacterial forms of MerA are
represented in the highly saline environment of Kebrit Deep. One is strongly inhibited
by NaCl, while the other is activated in an NaCl-dependent manner. The intracellular KCl
concentration in microorganisms that utilize the salt-in approach has been estimated to
be around 4.0 M (15, 16, 18, 34). It could therefore be argued that K09H, with its
maximum activity at 2.0 M, could not support the detoxification process in a salt-in
organism. However, it is important to note that MerA K09H retains considerably more
activity in 4.0 M NaCl than does K35NH, which is virtually inactive under the same
conditions. The specific activity of K09H at 4.0 M NaCl is 8.9 �mol NADPH oxidized per
min per mg of enzyme, which is most probably enough to support Hg2� detoxification
via reduction in vivo at 4 M NaCl. Hence, the structures and responses of these two
orthologs to NaCl concentration indicate that they probably evolved in bacterial
microorganisms that exploit distinct approaches to cope with their hypersaline envi-
ronments, with K09H utilizing the salt-in strategy and K35NH the compatible-solutes
mode.

It has been reported that archaeal MerAs lack the NmerA domain (14). The oligo-
nucleotide primers used to construct the MerA gene library in this work were based on
the transposon Tn501 and bacterial MerA sequences that include the NmerA domain.
Therefore, this primer pair would not be expected to amplify MerA from archaeal
microorganisms. We therefore assume that K35NH and K09H originated from bacterial
microorganisms harboring MerA sequences that had once been acquired through
horizontal gene transfer of the transposon Tn501 and were subsequently adapted to
the hypersaline environment of Kebrit Deep.

The 28 Kebrit MerA sequences reported in this work were generated from clones
selected randomly from our PCR-based MerA library. Only one, K09H, showed a

FIG 2 Effect of NaCl concentration on the activity of K35NH and K09H. The enzymes were assayed in
reaction mixture containing the indicated concentration of NaCl. For details of the assay, see Materials
and Methods.
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halophilic signature, with a prevalence of acidic amino acids at the expense of hydro-
phobic residues, and is activated by salt, while the other 27 sequences, including
K35NH, have no halophilic signature, and K35NH itself is inhibited by NaCl. The MerA
diversity noted in this work most probably reflects the fraction of bacterial MerA
enzymes that possess the NmerA domain and whose nucleotide sequences match the
primers used in the amplification process (which are derived from the merA gene in the
operon carried by the transposon Tn501). Interestingly, the low abundance of MerA
with a halophilic signature observed in this work is compatible with the previously
reported low incidence of the salt-in approach in halophilic microorganisms (35).

It is interesting to note that although most extreme halophiles that use the salt-in
strategy are members of the domain Archaea (36), the use of KCl as an osmoprotectant
has also been reported for the halophilic gammaproteobacterium Halorhodospira
halophila (34). The fact that a salt-in strategy was described for a bacterium belonging
to the Gammaproteobacteria is compatible with our preliminary phylogenetic classifi-
cation of K09H.

Structural and NaCl activation differences between K09H and ATII-LCL. The
profile of the salt-dependent activation of K09H differs somewhat from that of the
halophilic MerA ATII-LCL reported previously from the Atlantis II brine pool (25).
Although both enzymes are activated by NaCl, MerA K09H reaches its maximum activity
at 2.0 M NaCl, while the MerA ATII-LCL displays maximum activity at 4.0 M NaCl (25).
Interestingly, although the orthologous enzymes ATII-LCL and K09H are activated in a
salt concentration-dependent manner, the amino acid substitutions that differentiate
them from the salt-sensitive isoform K35NH are quite distinct from each other. Indeed,
none of them is shared by both proteins (compare substitutions highlighted in red
[K09H] and green [ATII-LCL] in Fig. 1). What the two halophilic orthologs do have in
common in this context is the functional classification of the substitutions that distin-
guish them from the nonhalophilic ortholog K35NH, which results in an increase in
acidic amino acids and a decrease in the number of nonpolar aliphatic side chains (Fig.
3). As mentioned above, this feature is characteristic of enzymes that are stable and
catalytically active at high salt concentration (20–22). Furthermore, ATII-LCL has sub-
stantially more of both categories of amino acids than K09H (Fig. 3). The relative
increase of these critical amino acids in ATII-LCL, in comparison to K09H, may account
for the superior stability of ATII-LCL at 4.0 M NaCl.

Distribution of amino acid substitutions in the three-dimensional structure of
K09H. The K09H catalytic core and its N-terminal domain sequences were subjected to

FIG 3 Profile of gains and losses of amino acids belonging to the indicated functional classes for K09H
and ATII-LCL relative to K35NH. For suitable comparison, the net changes in numbers of amino acids of
the indicated functional class in K09H and ATII-LCL relative to K35NH are presented together. The data
for K09H were obtained from Fig. S3B, while those for ATII-LCL are adapted from reference 25 (© the
American Society for Biochemistry and Molecular Biology).
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homology modeling against Tn501 MerA (9, 10). The model presented in Fig. 4 shows
the identical monomers (Fig. 4A) and the homodimeric structure of the enzyme
(Fig. 4B). The three-dimensional (3D) structure of the 25-residue linker (positions 70 to
95, boxed in Fig. 1) that connects the N-terminal domain with the catalytic core has not
been determined and is not included in Fig. 4. MerA has five �-strands (overlined in
blue in Fig. 1; see also Fig. S6) within its dimerization domain (underlined in black in Fig.
1), which is conserved among the family of homodimeric pyridine nucleotide-disulfide
oxidoreductases (37). It is interesting to note that all the substitutions observed in K09H

FIG 4 Homology modeling of the three-dimensional structure of the homodimer K09H based on Tn501 MerA.
Modeling of the N-terminal and catalytic domains of MerA K09H is based on the Tn501 enzyme (9, 10) and was
performed as described in Materials and Methods. (A) Ribbon diagram of the 3D structure of the two identical
subunits. (B) Homodimer ribbon model in which the two subunits interact via their dimerization domains. (C)
Space-filling model of the homodimer shown in panel B. Yellow spheres represent the cysteines that participate
in Hg2� binding and reduction; amino acids shown in purple in panels A and B are those that substitute for the
residues in corresponding positions in K35NH, while the purple amino acids in the space-filling model are those
that are found on the surface of the molecule. In panels A to C, the model is viewed from the front. The top view
of the 3D model is shown in Fig. S7. The five antiparallel �-sheets present in the dimerization domain are shown
in Fig. S6. None of the available structures include the 25 residues that link the N-terminal domain to the catalytic
domain (boxed in Fig. 1).
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are located outside this domain (Fig. 4A and B). A plausible explanation for this
observation is that MerA functions as a dimer, in which the cysteine pair 558/559 in one
subunit binds Hg2� and transfers the ion to cysteines 136/141 in the active site of the
other subunit (11, 12). Spontaneous mutations in the dimerization domain could then
interfere with the dimerization process and with enzyme function. In environments in
which levels of mercury are high, microorganisms harboring such mutations will be
subject to negative selection.

The amino acid substitutions located on the surface of the dimer are also shown in
Fig. 4C (see also Fig. S7). Of the 38 substitutions found in K09H, 10 are located within
the 25-residue stretch that connects the NmerA domain with the catalytic domain. The
remaining 28 substitutions map to the NmerA and catalytic domains, and 26 substitu-
tions were found to be located on the surface of the enzyme. The two that are buried
in the molecule are Val219 and Ile298. Based on the homology model, none of the 28
amino acid substitutions in the NmerA and catalytic domains are in a position to form
ionic bonds. Therefore, most probably, the stability and activation conferred on K09H
in the presence of high concentrations of salt are due to the decrease in the total area
of the hydrophobic contact surface (38).

This work highlights several aspects of the molecular evolution of mercuric reduc-
tases in bacterial microbial communities that live in two hypersaline brine pools, Kebrit
and Atlantis II, in the Red Sea. The results show that two catalytically and structurally
different isoforms of MerA occur at Kebrit Deep for detoxification of mercuric com-
pounds. One is inhibited and the other activated by elevated concentrations of NaCl.
These two isoforms may well be expressed by bacterial microorganisms that use the
compatible solutes and the salt-in mechanisms, respectively, to survive in their hyper-
saline environment.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
Collection of water samples and isolation of environmental DNA from the Kebrit brine pool.

Water samples were collected during the Red Sea expedition undertaken during the King Abdullah
University for Sciences and Technology (KAUST; Thuwal, Kingdom of Saudi Arabia) oceanographic cruise
of the R/V Aegaeo in March/April 2010. Around 120 liters of water samples was collected from Kebrit
brine (24°44=N, 36°17=E) at 1,490 m below the surface, using Niskin bottles connected to conductivity,
temperature, and depth sensors (CTDs).

Microorganisms in these samples were then divided into individual size classes by sequential
filtration through Millipore 293-mm cellulose filters (nitrocellulose/cellulose acetate), with pore sizes of
3 �m, 0.8 �m, and 0.1 �m, using stainless steel filter holders. Filters were stored in sucrose lysis buffer at
�20°C and transported to the laboratory at the American University in Cairo for processing.

Construction of a MerA gene library for the Kebrit Deep microbial community. Environmental
DNA was isolated from the microbial community trapped on the 0.1-�m filter, using a metagenomic DNA
isolation kit for water-sourced samples (Epicentre).

The gene library was established by amplification of sequences encoding MerA enzymes, using a pair
of MerA-specific oligonucleotides as primers and environmental DNA Kebrit as the template. The MerA
primers were designed on the basis of two publicly available MerA sequences obtained from an
uncultured soil bacterium (26) and the transposon Tn501 (29), respectively. Alignment of these MerA
sequences shows that their 5= and 3= ends have identical nucleotide sequences. In addition, the primer
sequences were identical to the corresponding parts of the consensus sequence of the assembled
ATII-LCL MerA reads generated from an ATII-LCL metagenomic data set based on 454 pyrosequencing
(25). The MerA-specific oligonucleotides used here have the following sequences: forward primer,
5=-ATGACCCATCTAAAAATCACCGGCATGACTTG-3=; and reverse primer, 3=-GAAGCAGCTTTCCTGCTGCGCC
GGGTGA-5= (see Fig. S1A). PCR was performed for 25 cycles of 95°C for 30 s (denaturation), 30 s at 68°C
(annealing), and 72°C for 90 s (extension), followed by a final extension for 7 min at 72°C. The amplified
DNA fragment was then cloned into the TOPO-TA Cloning vector (Invitrogen). Clones were selected
randomly and sequenced in both directions using the Sanger dideoxy method.

It is important to note that the average Phred base-specific quality score for the total set of DNA
sequences was 16, and 95% of the bases scored �20, indicating that the sequences obtained were all
of high quality. In addition, we used Phusion high-fidelity DNA polymerase, whose error frequencies
typically lie in the range of 10�6 mutations/bp amplified (39). Therefore, we believe that the amino acid
substitutions observed in the MerA sequences reported in this work are most probably genuine and
hence accurately represent the different MerA isoforms in the bacterial community of the Kebrit brine
pool environment.

Primary structure analysis. Alignment of MerA sequences was performed using the STRuctural
Alignment of Proteins (STRAP) editor (40). The pyridine nucleotide-disulfide oxidoreductase dimerization
domain (P-code PF02852.17) of MerAs was identified by performing an HMMScan search of their amino
acid sequences against the Pfam-A database (version 27.0) (41) on the HMMER Web server (42).
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Expression and purification of recombinant MerA enzymes. The coding sequences of the merA
genes were subcloned into the Champion pET-SUMO expression vector. MerA recombinant proteins
were expressed in E. coli BL21(DE3) cells, and the enzymes were purified as described before (25). Briefly,
transformed cell cultures supplemented with 20 �M flavin adenine dinucleotide (FAD) were induced with
1 mM isopropyl �-D-thiogalactoside at an A600 of 0.5 for 3 h and then lysed in TE buffer (10 mM Tris-HCl
[pH 7.5], containing 1 mM EDTA) supplemented with 20 �M FAD. After the removal of insoluble debris
by centrifugation, the supernatants were purified on HisTrap columns (Amersham Biosciences), as
described before (25). Protein purity was assessed by electrophoresis on 12% SDS-polyacrylamide gels.

Enzyme assay. Mercuric reductase assays were performed at 25°C in 80 mM sodium phosphate
buffer (pH 7.4) containing 100 �M NADPH, 50 �M HgCl2, and 1 mM �-mercaptoethanol in a final volume
of 1 ml. The reaction was started by the addition of NADPH, and the enzyme activity was determined by
monitoring the initial rate of NADPH oxidation at 340 nm using a Shimadzu UV-1800 spectrophotometer.
One unit of mercuric reductase activity was defined as the amount of enzyme that catalyzes the
Hg2�-dependent oxidation of 1 �mol NADPH/min (43). For NaCl-dependent activation or inhibition, the
enzyme activity was measured in the presence of the indicated concentrations of NaCl.

Phylogenetic analysis. For the similarity and phylogenetic analysis of sequences, K35NH and K09H
we searched the GenBank NR database using BLASTP. For nucleotide sequence comparison, we used
BLASTN (44).

For K09H, we reconstructed a phylogenetic tree using IQ-TREE (45) on the IQ-TREE Web server with
default parameter values. The sequences used in the reconstruction were a selection of the NR best hits
returned by BLASTP. We used as a criterion for hit selection that the hit should be associated with a
defined species (as opposed to “uncultured organism”) and that its genus should not repeat that from
an already-selected sequence. The sequences selected are given in Table S1.

Modeling the three-dimensional structure of K09H MerA. The three-dimensional structure of the
K09H MerA was predicted using SWISS-MODEL homology modeling (46–48) against the N-terminal (PDB
2KT2) (9) and C-terminal (PDB 1ZK7) (10) domains of the Tn501 mercuric reductase (GenBank accession
number CAA77323). For identification of the surface residues, the plug-in script “findSurfaceResidues.py”
(https://github.com/Pymol-Scripts/Pymol-script-repo/blob/master/findSurfaceResidues.py) in the PyMOL
molecular graphics system (version 1.7.2.1; Schrödinger, LLC) was used. Labeling of the active-site
residues and amino acid substitutions, superposition of the N- and C-terminal models of K09H MerA, and
rendering of the final 3D structural models and surface images were performed using PyMOL.

Accession number(s). The nucleotide sequence(s) reported in this paper has been submitted to the
GenBank/EBI Data Bank with accession numbers KY421641 to KY421666 (see Table S2 in the supple-
mental material).
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